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30 WAYS TO MAKE
SELF-CARE
A DAILY HABIT
THIS BOOK IS ABOUT CREATING A SIGNATURE
SELF-CARE COCKTAIL THAT IS JUST RIGHT FOR
YOU. IT IS ABOUT CREATING A DAILY HABIT TO
HELP YOU LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE.
LIVING WELL REQUIRES OUR MIND, BODY AND
SOUL TO BE NURTURED AND CARED FOR ON A
DAILY BASIS.
EACH DAY I'VE SET AN IDEA FOR YOU TO TRY AS YOU CREATE
YOUR SIGNATURE SELF-CARE COCKTAIL.
A RECIPE OF SELF-CARE IDEAS TO HELP YOU CREATE A SELFCARE HABIT THAT WORKS FOR YOU.
REMEMBER, ONE-SIZE DOESN'T FIT ALL. IT'S ABOUT
DISCOVERING WHAT WORKS FOR YOU AND WHAT YOU WILL
COMMIT TO EACH DAY.
I HOPE YOU ENJOY WORKING THROUGH THE DAILY
IDEAS TO CREATE THE LIFE YOU DESERVE.
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DEVELOP A
SELF-CARE PLAN

Self-care is something that we either feel guilty about or just
don't make the time for. Yet, how can we live well and be
healthy and happy without it?
Developing a self-care plan to schedule in time for yourself
and including some non-negotiables is a good way to start.
What are non-negotiables?
Those self-care practices that you will commit to 100% each
day no matter what life brings.
On Day 1 of your Self-Care journey it is time for you make to
think about pracitces and ideas that you want to include in
Self-Care Plan.
Not sure how or where to start?
Read How to create a Signature self-care plan for life on
the next page to get started.

DEVELOP A SELF-CARE PLAN
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HOW TO DEVELOP A
SELF-CARE PLAN

Self-care - is something that we either feel guilty about or just don't make the time. Yet, how can we live well and be healthy and happy
without it?
Self-care seems to have developed into a 'buzz word'. We have all read the importance of taking time out for ourselves. We usually start
with good intentions but soon life takes over and looking after ourselves takes a back seat.
Developing a plan to schedule in time for yourself including some non-negotiables is a good way to start.
How do we keep the momentum going and create a self-care plan not just for a month but for life?
On Day 1 of your Self-Care journey will you make the time to start a Self-Care Plan? Not sure how?
Let's start with defining what self-care is and how we can incorporate it into our daily life.
We know that women have always been care-givers and usually put themselves last. They make sure they nurture and support their family
and friends but not their own needs. This can be detrimental not only to our health but also our relationships.Who wants to hang out with
someone who is tired and irritable because they are always giving and not making time for themselves?
Time to create a signature self-care plan for life. A Signature Self-Plan Cocktail that has all the ingredients that are individual to
your needs and lifestyle.
Buy yourself a beautiful journal where you can record your thoughts and self-care plan as and when you think of an idea.
Read through this book and discover 30 ways you can incorporate self-care as part of a daily habit. You can probably think of
other ideas which is the why I call it a Signature Self-Care plan - because we all have individual needs and desires.
Before you start there are a couple of things we need to remember when creating our self-care plan for life.
Life has a habit of getting in the way so don’t give up if your plans are interrupted.
Each of us is different and we are all individuals. Therefore, one self-care plan will not fit all.
We need to create a self-care plan or signature self-care cocktail as I like to call it. that will be suitable for ourselves.
5 areas of self-care to consider as part of our self-care plan.
1. Physical – ways to keep your body and mind healthy and fit to provide energy to live well.
2. Psychological – ways to rest, relax and recover to keep good mental health and clarity
3. Emotional – Being able to experience your full range of emotions
4. Spiritual – taking the time to step out of day-to-day life
5. Relationships – ensuring your relationships are healthy and supportive
Once you have created your self-care plan, revisit it at the end of each month to re-assess how you are progressing or to make any
changes you feel necessary. You might find some things are working and others aren't serving you well. Your plan should be fluid and
flexible - a little like life.
Now over to You!
What is one thing you can do just for yourself each day and each week?
We all have 168 hours in a week, surely you can schedule some ‘self-care’ time?
Right now, schedule in 1 hour each day for yourself and 1 hour each week to do something extra special.
What can you change in your current areas of your life to develop your personalised self-care plan?
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UNPLUG FROM NOISE

Life is too noisy isn't it? We are surrounded by sound and
sometimes that can rob us of our feelings of peace and calm.
Technology is useful but noise from our phones, computers,
television, other people can become too loud for us to think
clearly.
Take time regularly to unplug from noise and sit quietly with
your thoughts.
Select at least one day per week to completely go
'technology -free'. Sure it won't be easy but if you make the
commitment it will soon become a habit.
Plan your free time to:
enjoy just being present in the moment
spend time connecting with nature,
do a yoga practice
try meditation and try sitting or lying in silence for a few
minutes.
Most importantly use this time to connect with your inner self.
The on-line world will still be there tomorrow.

SPEND 10 MINUTES IN SILENCE
LAY DOWN IN A QUIET PLACE, CLOSE
YOUR EYES & CLEAR YOUR MIND
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EAT TO NOURISH
YOUR BODY

Dining out, enjoying good food and good company is one of life's
pleasures.
However, part of living well is ensuring that our bodies receive
enough macro and micro nutrients to keep it nourished,energised,
healthy and give our immunity a boost. In case you didn't know,
macros are protein, carbohydrates and fats and micros are
vitamins and minerals. Our body needs foods from each of these
categories to function well.
Life today is hectic and it is too easy to grab for a quick unhealthy
snack or meal because we don't 'have time' to prepare a healthy
alternative.
Your body and mind need nourishment - like a car needs fuel.
After 40 our bodies start changing. Hormones play havoc our
metabolism slows down, muscle mass decreases. Our body fat
increases (especially around our middles), and we naturally
become more insulin-resistant which means it is harder to burn off
the carbs.
Our stress hormone cortisol increases(causing more belly fat),
and our digestive enzymes decrease (causing gas, bloating, and
acid reflux). If we want to be at our best in our 40s,50s and
beyond, our diets to reflect these changes and effectively meet
our wellness goals.
Meal planning is a good way to make sure you are making
healthier food options.
Make one day a week to prepare a weekly menu, write a
shopping list and prepare some healthy snacks and meals for
the week.

PLAN YOUR MEALS AND SHOPPING LIST
FOR THE WEEK.
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INCORPORATE
GENTLE EXERCISE

We know we need to exercise regularly which includes cardio
and strength workouts to keep healthy and active.
But we don't necessarily have to push ourselves to the
extreme every day. We need to listen to our bodies in order to
age well and keep our bodies healthy.
Incorporating some gentle exercise such as
morning stretching,
yoga
pilates
daily mindfulness walks
will keep our bodies flexible and functionally fit plus reduce
stress and improve our mental well-being.
Include rest and recovery days each week to restore your body.

TRY 10 MINUTES OF DAILY STRETCHING
WHEN YOU GET OUT OF BED
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TRY 10 MINUTES OF DAILY
STRETCHING WHEN YOU GET
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LET GO OF
PERFECTIONISM

We are our harshest critics and sometimes put pressure on
ourselves to be constantly perfect.
Accepting that we aren't perfect, knowing that if we give our best
that is good enough takes such a load of our mind.
Don't fall into the comparison trap but rather celebrate your
unique qualities, personality and what makes you, YOU!
Remind yourself daily with the mantra: 'I AM ENOUGH'
Stress and anxiety are reduced which enables us be more
accepting of ourselves and others.

REFLECT ON WAYS YOU CAN
REMOVE THE SELF-IMPOSED STRESS
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REASSESS YOUR
PRIORITIES.

It is so easy to get caught up in life that we forget what is really
important to us.
Taking time to reassess what our priorities are will ensure that
we doing the things we want in life.
Knowing our priorities brings gratitude for what is important to
us and makes time to enjoy the riches in our life .
Write down each area of your life and scale it from 1-10. 1 being
needs work, 10 being just the way you want it.
Reflect on ways to improve those areas that didn't score well.

MAKE A LIST OF YOUR
LIFE'S PRIORITIES & RATE THEM 1-10
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QUALITY SLEEP

On average each night, how many hours do your sleep?
'Early to bed, early to rise makes us healthy, wealthy and
wise' as the saying goes.
In this busy world, health issues such as menopause, stress
and anxiety can make quality sleep difficult as our minds
whirl with thoughts from the day and our hormones rage.
The health benefits of getting a good night's sleep are huge
Reduces stress
Improves memory
Promotes longevity
Assists in weight management
Promotes heart health
Promotes muscle recovery
Reduces inflammation
Improves libido
Set yourself up for a good night's sleep by:
Going to bed at the same time each night
Avoid screen time at least 1 hour before bedtime
Meditate or practice yoga to relax you
Listen to some relaxing music
Make your bedroom a sanctuary
Leave technology at the bedroom door

MAKE EARLY NIGHTS A PRIORITY
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PRACTICE DAILY
MEDITATION OR
PRAYER

Meditation and/or Prayer each day is an excellent way to focus on
our inner self. Starting each day to sit quietly for a few minutes, set
your intention and give thanks is perfect for bringing calm and
centre to your morning.
Could you go for a walk alone, without technology and just enjoy
time out in nature?
Mindfulness walking helps us to focus on our thoughts and also
encourages us to appreciate our surroundings and be in the
moment.
Include a daily meditation, prayer and reflection plus regular
'Mindfulness Walk' in your Self-Care plan.

INCORPORATE 5 MINUTES OF
DAILY MEDITATION OR PRAYER
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INCORPORATE 5 MINUTES OF
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SAY 'NO' WITHOUT
GUILT

Saying 'No' is not easy and we all experience guilt when we do.
'You can't pour from an empty cup'
Taking on more than you can handle brings stress, anxiety and
unhappiness.
However taking charge of your life and being confident in
accepting or declining invitations and requests is priceless.
Live your life on your terms
Next time someone asks you to do something, rather than saying
'Yes' immediately tell them that you will check your schedule and
get back to them.
Make time for yourself and schedule 'time out' into your week.

SAY 'NO' TO ONE THING YOU ARE DOING
THAT BRINGS STRESS TO YOUR LIFE
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ENJOY A QUIET CUP
OF HERBAL TEA

he British have a tradition when things aren't going well to 'make
a cup of tea'.
Take time out of your day today to just 'be' and enjoy a cup of
herbal tea.
Herbal tea can have healing powers, reduces stress and anxiety.
Make it a celebration by using your good china (that is in the
cupboard and never used).
Drink tea to take time in your day to relax, breathe and enjoy.

PURCHASE A SPECIAL TEA BLEND YOU ENJOY
AND TREAT YOURSELF
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GET LOST IN A BOOK!

One of my favourite self-care tips is to take a few hours and
lose
myself in a book.
This is when I truly relax. I lay down with a cuppa, step away
from my world for a while and become engrossed in the story
and characters.
Science has shown that reading has some amazing health
benefits, including:
helping with depression,
cutting stress,
and reducing the chances of developing Alzheimer's later in
life.
Create a cozy reading nook you can escape to.

SELECT 5 BOOKS
YOU WOULD LIKE TO READ AND
START ONE TODAY
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SELECT 5 BOOKS YOU WOULD
LIKE TO READ AND START ONE
TODAY
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MAKE A SELF-CARE
PLAYLIST

Music can soothe the soul, it can be uplifting and make you want
to dance or it can be melancholy.
So many emotions can be affected by Music.
Have you thought of making a Self-Care playlist?
A self-care playlist should include your favourites plus also
soothing music to promote relaxation.

CREATE A SELF-CARE PLAYLIST
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SAY 'GOODBYE' TO
NEGATIVE PEOPLE

Self-care is about taking care of ourselves and not just indulging
in some pamper time.
Self-care is also about our mental well-being.
We need to surround ourselves with supportive and loving
friends and family and have the courage to say 'goodbye' to
those who aren't adding value to our lives.
Negativity drags us down and who needs that?
Who are the cheerleaders in your life?

REFLECT ON THE
NEGATIVE PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE
ARE THEY WORTH KEEPING OR REMOVING?
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REFLECT ON THE NEGATIVE PEOPLE IN
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KEEPING OR REMOVING?
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IMMERSE YOURSELF
IN NATURE.

Taking time to sit or walk in the sunshine lifts our spirits as well
as providing us with Vitamin D which is essential for general
health and
strong bones.
Immersing ourselves in nature going for bushwalks, gardening or
just sitting in a park or garden helps us to relax, reduce stress &
anxiety and improves our 'mindfulness' practice and the ability to
just 'be in the moment'.
Take time today to enjoy some sunshine and nature - but don't
forget the sunscreen!

SPEND TIME IN NATURE TODAY,
BE MINDFUL OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS.
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SPEND TIME IN NATURE TODAY,
BE MINDFUL OF YOUR
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CREATE & ENFORCE
YOUR PERSONAL
BOUNDARIES

Lack of healthy boundaries can negatively affect all aspects of
our lives.
The consequences can be stress, financial burdens, wasted
times and relationship issues.
Creating personal boundaries set guidelines on how you want to
be treated. They are a measure of self-esteem and self-respect.
Creating boundaries show others that you value yourself and
aren't prepared to be taken for granted
.
Remember the importance of saying 'No' - you have the power.

START CREATING
YOUR PERSONAL BOUNDARIES
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DEFINE YOUR CORE
VALES

Do you know what your core values are?
Core values highlight what we stand for and believe in. The
standards by which we live our life.
Take time to reflect on these questions and write down your
answers:
What values are essential to your life?
What values represent your primary way of being?
What values are essential to supporting your inner self?.

LIST YOUR CORE VALUES
PLACE THEM WHERE YOU CAN SEE THEM
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BUY THE SHOES!
LIFE IS TOO SHORT.

An important part of self-care is to do things that bring us joy in
life
.
Don't live with 'I wish I had done that', 'I should have done that',
because we can't go back and change things.
What we can do is make every day count and wring out every
ounce of joy in each day.
Life is too short so what is something you can do today to find
joy and happiness.

DO SOMETHING YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANT TO DO
MAKE A PLAN!
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DO SOMETHING YOU HAVE
ALWAYS WANT TO DO - MAKE A
PLAN!
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BE PRESENT

Sometimes it feels that the concept of Mindfulness has become
just another fad or buzz word. I find that a shame because
Mindfulness adds so much value to our well-being.
Forget the hype and take some time each day to think and
breathe
Some people find journaling a good way to collect their
thoughts, others just like to sit quietly and think.
Mindfulness reduces stress, allows us to stop and just be in the
moment and can bring richness to our lives.

TAKE A FEW MOMENTS TODAY
TO PRACTISE MINDFULNESS
BE IN THE MOMENT.
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MAKE PEACE WITH
YOUR FLAWS

Earlier in the book the task was to let go of perfectionism.
Following on from that is to make peace with our flaws.
Yes newsflash - we are human and we aren't perfect!
We all have shortcomings.
Some flaws can be endearing but most of the time they are not.
Instead of putting the focus on the negative or completely
ignoring it, reflect on your shortcomings and accept that they do
exist.

You can change if you want to but first you have to make peace
and find acceptance.
With self-acceptance comes self-confidence.

BE HONEST AND LIST YOUR FLAWS
WHAT ONES DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE?
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BE HONEST AND LIST YOUR
FLAWS- WHAT ONES DO YOU
WANT TO CHANGE?
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HELP SOMEONE

Self-care is about putting the focus on ourselves but helping
others can be a fulfilling experience.
It takes the spotlight off our own problems and brings a sense of
well-being that you have helped someone.
Self-care doesn't necessarily mean doing things just for
ourselves it means showing kindness to others and that is a
beautiful feeling.
There is reward in giving back to others, doing random acts of
kindness with no thought of gain for yourself.

CONSIDER WHO MIGHT NEED YOUR HELP?
HOW CAN YOU GIVE BACK TODAY?
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DIAL BACK YOUR
EXPECTATIONS OF
OTHERS

Earlier in the book, we looked at letting go of perfectionism and
accepting that at times our best is good enough.
Likewise, other can disappoint and let us down. But is that
because the standards we place on ourselves and others
doesn't allow room for being human?
Take the pressure off yourself and others by dialing back your
expectations and accepting
that people will make mistakes..
Learn the act of forgiveness to bring peace and calm to your
mind.

CUT SOME SLACK TO FAMILY & FRIENDS
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REACH OUT WHEN
YOU NEED HELP

Life can be tough at times but you don't have to go through it
alone.
Don't be afraid or ashamed to ask for help if you are struggling.
We all have times when we just want to put our hand up and ask
for help.
Our mental health and well-being is a huge part of self-care. It
helps us to function and live well if we are mentally positive.
Talk to a friend, talk to a counsellor or seek professional help if
life is just too hard to cope with. Remember you are never alone
there is always someone there to catch you if you reach out..
Lifeline 13 11 14.

REACH OUT IF YOU FEEL YOU NEED HELP.
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USE TECHNOLOGY TO
STAY CONNECTED

Technology can be an intrusion at times and earlier in the book,
I've mentioned taking a regular break from technology and not
allowing technology into the bedroom.
There are times when it can also be a positive influence in our
lives.
Using technology is a great way to stay connected with others,
especially during times isolation.
There are many free Apps that can be used to still be connected
with family and friends. Some examples are:
Zoom meetings
FaceTime
Facebook Messenger
Skype
Phone chat
Connect with someone you love today.

CONNECT WITH A LOVED ONE TODAY
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DISCOVER YOUR
CREATIVITY

We are all creative although sometimes we don't
recognise our creative talent.
Part of self-care is to explore and develop our
talents and creative side.
Being creative uses our brain and helps reduce
anxiety and stress.
Creativity comes in many forms so explore ideas
and ways you can develop your own creative
pursuits.
How will you be creative today?

CONSIDER YOUR CREATIVE TALENT
AND USE IT FOR YOUR PLEASURE
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JOURNAL YOUR
THOUGHTS

Journaling is a way to express our inner thoughts and feelings
for our eyes only.
It can be a way to record something joyful or something you are
grateful for.
It can be a way to record what you are feeling unhappy about
and may help to solve problems.
Do you keep a journal?
If not, why not start one today?

CONSIDER STARTING A JOURNAL
TO RECORD YOUR THOUGHTS
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CREATE A MORNING
RITUAL

How we start our day determines how our day will progress and
helps us cope better with life's curve balls.
Make time each morning and create a daily ritual that includes:
setting your intention for the day
writing 3 things you are grateful for
stretching
enjoying a few moments of silence
What would you add to your morning ritual to set you up for a
positive start?

CREATE YOUR DAILY MORNING RITUAL
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CREATE A
REFLECTIVE EVENING
RITUAL

Just as a morning ritual can set you up for the day, creating a
time each evening to reflect on your day, wind down, clear your
mind and relax will help to assist with sleeping.
Take time to reflect on:
what was good about your day
what wasn't great
things that are bothering you
Take time to:
meditate or pray
take a relaxing bath
light some candles
breathe
These are some suggestions for an evening ritual - what would
you add or change?

CREATE YOUR DAILY REFLECTIVE
EVENING RITUAL
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MAKE YOUR DREAM A
REALITY

We all have dreams but some dreams are never more than that.
Self-care can be a means making your dreams happen because
during time of self-care you have time to focus on your needs
and desires.
Making dreams a reality brings fulfillment and joy.
Do you have a dream or desire that you can make a reality?
Make it happen!
Write down your dream
Plan some short term and longer term goals with deadlines to
make it a reality.
Make the commitment
Look at your dream/goal every day
Enlist the help of a friend or mentor
We are never too old and it is never too late to acheive our
dreams.

CREATE A PLAN TO MAKE YOUR DREAM A REALITY
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SCHEDULE A
MONTHLY MASSAGE

Do you take time for a massage?
A massage eases stress, gives you time out from the world and
just feels good.
If you are active with workouts and sport a remedial massage
should be a regular appointment to help with recovery.
Is it time for a massage? Make an appointment to treat your
mind and your body.

MAKE A STANDING APPOINTMENT
FOR A MONTHLY MASSAGE
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SCHEDULE ONE
RELAXING THING TO
DO EACH DAY

We have covered 29 self-care ideas to help you start creating
your own self-care plan and perhaps you can add some of your
own.
For the final day - 30 - Take time each day for relaxation of your
choice. Whether it is 10 minutes or an hour, whatever time is
available to you make relaxation in mind, body and spirit a
priority.
Schedule time into your day and put it in your diary as an
appointment.

SCHEDULE AT LEAST 10 MINUTES
OF RELAXATION INTO EVERY DAY
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NEXT STEPS....

You have now learned 30 ways to bring self-care into your life. As I mentioned at the beginning of
the book the aim is to help you make an individual Self-Care Cocktail which is easy to implement
as a daily habit. A way for you to continue to Live Well After 50.
Did you find some new ideas to try?
Did you take time to reflect and become introspective with some of your traits and behaviours?
I do hope you have enjoyed 'Self-Care - 30 ways to make Self-Care a daily habit'.
If you would like to take the next step to start living the life you want but feel you need support,
guidance and encouragement, then I invite you to contact me today via email:
sue@womenlivingwellafter50.com.au to arrange a complimentary 15 minute discovery call
Stop procrastinating, stop being scared and start making life happen.
Feel free to share this e-book with your friends and encourage them to join the Women Living
Well After 50 Community.

You might also like to check out my website for resources to Live Well through Lifestyle, Wellness
and Healthy Living.
Contact: sue@womenlivingwellafter50.com.au
Website: Women Living Well After 50

WOMEN LIVING WELL AFTER 50

